In this paper, we study the notion of T -noncosingular abelian groups, which means an abelian group whose nonzero endomorphisms are not small. We show that injective (divisible) and projective (free) groups are T -noncosingular. We proved that T -noncosingular torsion groups are exactly the direct sum of a semisimple group C and a divisible group D which does not have simple subgroups isomorphic to a subgroup of C. Many other interesting results are presented here, we also give some condition for torsion-free groups to be T noncosingular (Though torsion-free groups are K-noncosingular).
INTRODUCTION
In 2009 Derya Keskin Tutuncu and Rashid Tribak introduced and studied the concept of T -noncosingular Modules [13] and their work was due to the concept (which is a dual) of K -nonsigular modules and application presented by S.T Rizvi and C.S. Roman [10] T -noncosingular Modules [14] . In 2010 Ozan Gunyuz also in his MSc thesis presented and studied some further notion which they defined as Strongly T -noncosingular Modules. In the view of the above we present the notion of T -noncosingular Abelian groups and since an abelian group is a Z -module, we shall use most of the definitions and properties of modules satisfying Z -modules for the Abelian groups. for under notation and other definition the reader can see [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] and [9] .
T -NONCOSINGULAR ABELIAN GROUPS
Definition 0.1. A subgroup H of an abelian group G is called small or (superfluous) in G if for all subgroup K of G,then equality H+K=G implies K=G.
( if H is a small subgroup of a group an abelian G then we write H G) (see [8] )
Definition 0.2. Let G and H be two Abelian groups. We say that G is Tnoncosingular relative to H, if for every 0 = f Hom(G, H), the Imf is not small in H.
Definition 0.3. Let G be an abelian group. We say that G is a T -noncosingular abelian group if it is T -noncosingular relative to itself, that is for every 0 = f E = End(G), the Imf is not small in G. In other words G is T -noncosingular if and only if for every nonzero endomorphism f of E,Imf G implies that f = 0.
From the definition 0.2 and 0.3 above we can clearly see that every noncosingular is also T -noncosingular Abelian group; however we can see that Z p is T -noncosingular but not noncosingular which means the converse need not be true. Really for a nonzero endomorphism f :
Proposition 0.4. Every simple group S is T -noncosingular. Proof; For every 0 = f E = End(G), Imf ≤ S and S is simple this means that Imf = S. This means that Imf is not small in S Following [9, 21.2 (Baer)] we already know that divisible groups are injective groups and the image of a divisible group is a direct summand, we can now state the following.
Proposition 0.5. Every divisible group D is T -noncosingular. Proof; for every 0 = f : D −→ D, this means that Imf is also divisible and hence a direct summand of D this means D = Imf ⊕ K , for some subgroup K, this means that Imf is not small in D Remember that for an abelian group G the radical of a group G is RadG = pG, where p runs over all prime integers.
Note that Rad Z = pZ = 0, we can state the proposition below; Proposition 0.7. Z is T -noncosingular abelian group. Proof: follows from proposition 0.6
A . Then Imf ≤ RadA = pA = Z where the intersection is taken over all prime numbers p. On the other hand
We have been mentioning different abelian groups which are T-noncosingular, let us at this point state some useful examples.
Example 0.9. Z p n is not T -noncosingular abelian group, for any integer n > 1, and prime p Proposition 0.10. Let G be a T -noncosingular abelian group and H be a direct summand of G, then H is also T -noncosingular. Proof:-Let G = H ⊕ K and define f : H −→ H with Imf H then consider the homomorphism g = f ⊕ 0 :
H ⊕K. Since G is T -noncosingular, g = 0 therefore f = 0. see [13] Above result shows that direct summand of T -noncosingular is also Tnoncosingular, the natural question here is that, what about direct sum of T -noncosingular? This question and other results will be treated in the next section.
DIRECT SUMS OF T-NONCOSINGULAR ABELIAN GROUPS
The following example will answer our question of the previous section and look at the condition that may generalised the answer to the problem.
Example 0.11. We have seen above that both Z p and Z p ( Z p is divisible and divisible groups are T -noncosingular) are T -noncosingular. We will now show that their direct sum G = Z p ⊕ Z p is not T -noncosingular.
Really, define f : G −→ G by f (k, c n ) = (0, kc 1 ). clearly f is a homomorphism and Imf = 0⊕ < c 1 >. since < c 1 > Z p , then Imf G and of course f = 0. So G is not T -noncosingular.
The following proposition gives the condition for which direct sum of Tnoncosingular abelian group to be T -noncosingular.
Proposition 0.12. Let (H i ) (i I) be a family of subgroups of G, and G = (H i ) (i I) , then G is T -noncosingular if and only if H i is T -noncosingular related to H j for all i, j I.
Proof: follows from proposition 0.6
Note that from the propositionb 0.12 and 0.13 above we can draw an important result as follow Corollary 0.14. Every semisimple group C is T -noncosingular. Proof; C = ΣZ p = Z p where p is prime, if p = q then Hom(Z p , Z q ) = 0, so Z p is T -noncosingular related to Z q by proposition 0.12 C is T -noncosingular.
Corollary 0.15. Every free group F is T -noncosingular Proof:we know from [11] , F = Σ xX < x > with each < x > ∼ = Z where X is a basis of F, therefore we can write F = ΣZ. and each Z is T -noncosingular related to itself from proposition 0.13, hence F is T -noncosingular.
Theorem 0.16. A torsion group G is T -noncosingular if and only if G = D C, where D is divisible and C is semi-simple and if C has a direct summand isomorphic to Z p for some prime p, then D has no direct summand isomorphic to Z p (That is if C p = 0 then D p = 0). P roof : (−→) Let G be a torsion T -noncosingular group and D be its maximal divisible subgroup. Then G = D C for some C ≤ G. Let p be prime and B be the basic subgroup of p component C p of C. If B has a direct summand M isomorphic to Z p n with n > 1, then since B is a pure subgroup of C p , then M is a pure subgroup of G, hence M is a direct summand of G by [11, 10. 41], therefore is T -noncosingular. But we know that Z p n with n > 1, is not T -noncosingular. So B is the direct sum of subgroups isomorphic to Z p , hence is semi-simple. Then B is a bounded pure subgroup of C p , therefore C p = B D 1 for some divisible subgroup D 1 of C p . But C p is reduced hence D 1 = 0 and also C p is semisimple. Then C = C p (where p is prime) is also semisimple. Now if 
Continuing in this way we will get f (Rad
is a lacal group) Proof: Note that B p is torsion-free group and pB p is the largest subgroup of B p but pB p B p . Now take a non zero endomorphism f : B p −→ B p defined by f (x) = px, then Imf ≤ pB p B p . Therefore Imf B p and hence B p is not T -noncosingular.
CONCLUSIONS
For a torsion group, we are able to fully characterized the notion of Tnoncosingular abelian group and precisely stated that, for a torsion group to be T -noncosingular the group G, must be decomposed as G = D ⊕ C, where D is divisible and C is semi-simple. Also we established that, for a torsion T -noncosingular group G with Imf RadG for all nonzero f produces semisimple group G. Our characterization for torsion group is surprisingly working; but the situation of torsion-free group is still subject to further research; however we provide a result that gives more information of the notion for every abelian group G.
